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Participants

UniK – University Graduate Center
 Research and education institute owned by the University of 

Oslo (UiO) and the Norwegian University for Science and 
Technology (NTNU).

Thales Communications AS, Norway
 Research program SICI: Secure Information and 

Communication Infrastructure
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Presentation outline

Background:
 People and projects.

The UniK OLSR implementation:
 The main source code.
 The UniK OLSR plugin library.

Extensions to the UniK OLSR source code:
 Securing the OLSR protocol.
 Gateway Tunnelling (IP-in-IP encapsulation) of data packets.
 Dynamic Internet Gateway.
 Autoconfiguration.
 Future plugins:

 Distributed DNS
 Broadcasting of voice traffic (multihop push-to-talk).
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People and projects

People:
 Master student Andreas Tønnesen
 PhD Students Andreas Hafslund and Lars Landmark
 Professors Øivind Kure and Knut Øvsthus
 Thales people: Jon Andersson and Roar Bjørgum Rotvik.

Projects:
 Thales needed a testbed and a demonstrator for military, 

tactical, mobile ad hoc networks, featuring:
 stabile routing code,
 autoconfiguration,
 authentication of mobile nodes and
 extended security mechanisms and other network services 

(such as DNS).
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Background

Background:
 Started as Andreas Tønnesen’s Master Project in spring 2003.
 Main objective: implement support for MID messages using the 

INRIA/NRL OLSR code as a basic.
 Second: fix the problems related to the HNA messages.
 Third: make several extensions to the OLSR protocol, useful for 

our testbed and demonstrators.

Result:
 A total rewrite of the INRIA/NRL source code.
 Full RFC compliance.
 IPv6 support.
 The UniK OLSR plugin library.
 Several extensions to the OLSR protocol.
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The UniK OLSR source code

Source code:
 Available for download at www.olsr.org.
 Some (not all) plugins are also available there.
 All functionality tested, both for small networks and larger 

networks.
 However, we need to do bigger and more tests to make the 

code bug-free…
 Does also compile for strong-ARM architecture.
 An active e-mail list for users and developers.

Extras:
 An implementation of OLSR for the Linux Click Router project is 

also available at www.olsr.org
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Motivation for the OLSR plugin library

Motivation:
 Make the UniK OLSR source code as modular as possible.
 Make it easy to add extensions to the protocol.
 Make it easy to change OLSR functionality, without changing 

the OLSR source code.
 Let other applications use the MPR-flooding mechanisms for 

distribution of data.
 Let extensions/plugins have backward-compatibility with the 

OLSR source code for new releases.
 No need to add or change any code in the OLSR daemon for 

custom functionality.
 Plugins can be written in any programming language you 

prefer.
 If you add a plugin, you can license the plugin under whatevcer 

term you like.
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 Using the MPR flooding for application broadcasting.
 The application encapsulates data packets in the OLSR 

message format.

UniK-OLSR plugin 1
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 A plugin can manipulate virtually every part of the OLSR 
daemon.

UniK-OLSR plugin 2
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 A plugin can intercept the program flow of an application, and 
add its own flow.

 Plugins can provide new functions to existing applications.

UniK-OLSR plugin 3
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Plugin problems

Plugin problems:
 Not yet fully transparent to the applications,
 must do a “hack” in the applications which is to be run using the 

OLSR plugin.
 For now: plugin listens for traffic on the loopback interface 

(127.0.0.1), not any socket.
 Support for IPv6, but does not yet use IPv6 functionality fully, 
 example for autoconfiguration.
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The Secure OLSR plugin, an example plugin

Plugin to provide secure routing for OLSR
 Offer: integrity of routing packets, not data traffic.
 Based upon initial idea from INRIA, but with modifications.
 Note: we have not yet fully verified the security solutions 

chosen, so it might be changed for further releases.

Overview:
 Forwarding trust based security mechanism.
 4 new OLSR messages:

 basic signature message,
 timestamp exchange challenge message,
 timestamp exchange challenge-response message,
 timestamp exchange response-response message

 Timestamp exchange mechanism.
 Does not need synchronized network traffic.
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Functionality of the Secure OLSR plugin

Digital signature (or a rather a MAC):
 Each OLSR packet, not message, is signed with a signature.
 Signature appended at the end of the OLSR packet.
 Not end-to-end based, but link based:

 signature verified for each hop, and a new signature added to the 
packet,

 does not have to consider TTL or hop count.

 SHA-1 hashing algorithm: produces an irreversible 160bit digest
 Hash based on: 

 OLSR packet header, 
 all OLSR messages in the packet (except signature), 
 OLSR headers, 
 and the timestamp of the signature message.

 Shared (symmetric) key (for now, PKI might be implemented 
later), which is 128-bits of size.
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Timestamp exchange challenge-
response:

Timestamp exchange response-
response:

Basic signature :

Timestamp exchange challenge:

The Secure OLSR plugin messages
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Why use timestamps?
 OLSR only provides a 16-bits sequence number
 -> wrap-around can occur rather frequent.
 Timestamp to avoid replay attacks.

Timestamps
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Timestamp exchange process 1

Timestamp exchange between two nodes, A and B:
 A has no timestamp for B, and sends a challenge to B:

 IP address of B and a nonce. 
 Signed with a digest of the entire message.

 B responds with a challenge-response to A:
 IP address of A, a nonce, the timestamp, the response signature.
 Signed with a digest of the entire message.

 A verifies this, and calculates the time difference between A and 
B.

 A then sends a response-response message to B:
 IP address of B, timestamp, the response signature.
 Signed with a digest of the entire message.

 B verifies this, and calculates the time difference between A and 
B.
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Timestamp exchange process 2

Using the timestamps:
 The time difference is used for verifying the signatures.
 A certain slack (S) in the calculated timestamp difference is 

allowed.
 If the timestamp difference is within a threshold, the signature is 

considered okay,
 if not within threshold -> replay attack.

Problems:
 Timestamp exchange process could be used for DoS attacks.
 This can be (partially avoided)
 Need to consider the delay more thoroughly at the MAC layer to 

adjust the slack S.
 Verify if the timestamp exchange can be all together dropped or 

not.
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Other OLSR plugins, completed

Dynamic Internet Gateway:
 dynamically adds or removes Internet HNA transmissions 

based on if there exists a default gateway to the Internet with 
hop count 0 or not (if the current node is a gateway or not).

Gateway Tunnelling (IP-in-IP encapsulation) of data packets:
 tunnels packets to a specific gateway, even though there exists 

gateways closer (shorter amount of hops).

The ProActive Autoconfiguration (PAA) plugin:
 autoconfiguration of IP (both IPv4 and IPv6) addresses,
 duplicate address detection (DAD),
 based on MANETconf, draft by Perkins et. Al + extensions,
 not yet able to detect network splitting and merging, but this is 

under implementation.
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Other OLSR plugins, projected

Distributed DNS using OLSR
 using the MPR flooding for specific DNS messages,
 distributed DNS to avoid single point of failure.

Broadcasting/multicasting of Voice Traffic:
 push-to-talk group communication (voice),
 different queuing structures for the voice traffic in the MPRs,
 (example: for prioritising the voice or decrease the delay for the 

voice traffic).

Both systems under implementation, and will be released this 
autumn.
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Summary and Conclusion

The UniK OLSR source code:
 Stable, 
 RFC compliance, 
 IPv6 support

The UniK OLSR plugin library:
 Easy to change functionality to OLSR.
 Easy to use MPR-flooding.
 Modularity

The UniK OLSR source code and plugin library the best choice for 
your OLSR test bed ?
 USE IT!
 www.olsr.org
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Project support by Thales Communication AS and 
UniK – University Graduate Center.

Thank you for your attention.

Any questions or comments ?


